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gehis
lehfs vision of the tree of life
lehis
A cross cultural perspective in
contemporary latter day saint art
richard G oman
ide
with power
ibe
the values that drench art mith

1

church has expanded geographically LDS art has
changed the pioneer scenes and utah landscapes that formed the
As the

vast majority of mormon art for almost a century have become
scarcer outside mormon colonized western USA artists have less
interest in subjects with which they have little personal contact at
the same time the scriptures have become more prominent in LDS
art because the standard works are a universal point of departure for
latter day saints
for example the book of mormon invites each reader to
hive 2 this vision ametaphorfor
five
fife
ilfe
a metaphor for
respond to gehis
lehis vision of the tree of life
the plan of salvation is about such themes as faith choice commitment religious persecution apostasy and great spiritual reward for
those who endure to the end so powerful are the symbols in this
vision that it serves as the theme for several recent works of art from
the united states and abroad this article shows how the differences
in the artists cultural background actually enlarge our understanding of
this ancient vision in addition an analysis of eight of these pieces can
provide some insights into the current state of latter day saint art
analysis of our art tradition brings us to the question what is
mormon art what is the mormon component to the question some
may equate mormon art with utah art however since fewer than
one out of five latter day saints is currently living in utah most
contemporary LDS artists are not utahns
utahna over two thirds of all new
growth in the church occurs outside the USA so in less than
twenty years the majority of latter day saints will not even be
richard G oman is senior curator of the museum of church history and art salt
lake city
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citizens of the united states mormon art could be identified as
cormons
simply art made by mormons
Mormons but such a definition would be so broad
it would render the definition almost useless
what about aesthetic style as a unifying category of mormon art
the church has about nine million members in scores of nations and
even more cultures many of these nations and cultures have distinctive artistic styles which are usually reflected in the work of their
native LDS artists As the church continues to expand the aesthetic
frameworks of LDS artists will become even more varied amid such
aesthetic diversity where is the unity in what we call mormon art
it seems we are left with theme as a useful unifying element in
defining mormon art in 1990 the museum of church history and art
sponsored an art competition open to all LDS artists 3 there was an
incredible variety of aesthetic styles and mediums represented yet
the resulting exhibition was cohesive shared beliefs commitments
LIDS themes
and religious experiences visually expressed through LDS
provided unity many visitors could identify with the art even when
it was in a totally unfamiliar style and medium
mormons often talk about creating a style of our own perhaps
cormons
that style is one of intellectual and spiritual unity rather than one
of aesthetic geographical or cultural unity
to create a thematic style of our own we may have to break
ranks with contemporary art critics about what is most significant in
defining an art tradition there is broad historical precedent for this
approach the vast sweep of the history of world art is the history of
religious art some of the most profound art seeks the face of god many
art historians and museum curators have obscured this reality by
projecting the western present on the past and on other cultures yet
one has only to think of egyptian byzantine islamic and gothic art
oriental and african sculpture and the work of individual artists for
Rem brandts etchings to see the religious imperative in art
example rembrandts
the faith and religious motivations that called much of the
worlds greatest art into existence have often been either ignored or
reduced to footnotes too often the history of world art is seen by
scholars as primarily the history of style and technique this approach has relegated art to the margins albeit aesthetic margins of
human existence
though much of contemporary western civilization has lost that
LIDS
LDS
religious imperative in its art llos
lios artists need not follow like lemmings
I1 wonder how many latter day saint artists realize the strength that
the gospel gives to the foundation of their artistic tradition it does
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notisolate
notisolatethem
not isolate them it puts them in touch with intentions that called much
of the worlds greatest art into existence
why do any of these points matter As the church expands
internationally and cross culturally we will have less and less personal access to the hearts and minds of our fellow latter day saints
great distances and linguistic differences are real barriers using
writing as one way of overcoming those barriers helps a little for the
written words in the church are usually generated at church headquarters in salt lake city however very few messages come back
from the saints in distant places when a common discipleship loses
the immediacy of contact it is reduced to an abstraction
the visual arts are one of the easiest ways to communicate
across the vast geographical and cultural barriers that separate us
from our fellow latter day saints true we need to learn something
about other cultures to fully understand this visual communication
but doing so is much easier than becoming proficient in dozens of
visit fellow
spoken languages and amassing the financial resources to visitfellow
saints personally in their distant homes I1 hope that the art illustrated
in this article will help bond us together as a people and reinforce our
religious commitments while it also delights the eye
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the iron rod johan helge benthin

9

Germany
germanydenmark
Denmark oil
1989 donated by the artist to the museum of
1936

on canvas 27 x 3 11
church history and art

the iron rod demands more of the viewer than most of the
works of art in this issue oibyustudies
of B YU studies because the viewer must
become involved in the paintings creation johan helge benthin
creates the viewers opportunity for co creation in three ways first
by leaving out key visual elements of the story second by the way he
lays the paint on the canvas and third through simplifying visual
details benthin involves the viewer in the paintings creation to help
the viewer take stock of his own spiritual state
while the iron rod is the most obvious element in the painting
benthin does not show anyone grasping it the missing participants
are the viewers themselves the way benthin layered the paint
creating the stripe of the iron rod last emphasizes the viewers role
in the paintings creation the iron rod looks like it was created with
a felt tip pen its strong crisp form contrasts with the soft impressionistic impasto ofthe rest of the painting this placement and treatment
of the rod pushes it off the surface of the painting and presents the
rod to the viewers inviting them to grasp it in this way benthin asks
the viewers to put themselves into the painting and then to question
their own personal commitment to living the gospel
the visual strength of the iron rod almost overwhelms the very
soft expressionistic figure of light glowing in the background this
figure represents a loving saviorwho
savior who stands ready to embrace all who
complete the journeyback
journeyyback to his presence the saviors symbolic but
journe
abstract depiction leaves the viewers free to project their own
feelings about the lord into the painting Ben
benthine
benthins
thins use of light takes
on a metaphorical value figuratively passing through the eye into the
soul illuminating our own spiritual relationship with the lord
Ben
benthine
thins artistic and religious philosophy
the iron rod expresses benthins
of art the following quotes from the artists own writings illuminate
his approach
art for me is a process of identifying feelings
co create with me by exploring the
want to help the viewer cocreate
painting more with his emotions than with his intellect
1I can show the path
but the decision to walk the path is
ultimately his
by experiencing art
the viewer is
theviewer
forced to look at his concept
isforcedtolookathis
of what he is
1I
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helping others to extend their horizons as human beings is what
the artist in me demands
it is in striving to reach out to others and in helping them know
more about themselves while 1I am learning about myself that 1I find the
ultimate justification for all my artistic activities 4
philosophyof of art helps explainwhythere
Ben
benthine
explain why there is such an economy
benthins
thins philosophy
of detail in his paintings and why light and composition play such
important roles

the artist is intensely

yet quietly religious he was a convert to
the church and became as a young man the first president of the
copenhagen stake 5 he has lived in south america the united states
north africa and italy 6 and currently lives in the small village ofbad
velbel
vilbel near frankfort
frankfurt germany 7
benthin is largely self taught although he received some training
from his father and grandfather who were professional artists in
denmark he continued his art studies with oscar falcon ulla hako
weinert and ottavio giacomazzi benthin works in sculpture ceramics lithography and painting and has taught art at the arco art
school in europe where he exhibits widely he is known in the
secular art world for the religious content of his art many of his
works themes are drawn from the bible 8 this painting is one of
fifteen religious works of art by benthin in the collection of the
museum of church history and art
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joseph smith and the tree of life juan M escobedo 1946
Nevada oil on board 27 12 x 47 12 1987 museum of
Mexico
mexiconevada
church history and art
joyful joseph smith and the tree of life likens the journey
towards the tree of life to an exuberant mexican festival parade the
mexican quality of the paintings message is reinforced by the use of
the vibrant and colorful styles of traditional mexican folk art
A symbolic allegory the painting has two major themes the personal
odyssey of a new convert and the role of the prophetic tradition in
this dispensation an image of the tree of life from the book of
mormon runs through the painting unifying the two themes

the

artistically escobedo expresses himself through primitive regionalistic
giona listic mexican folk art that reaches back to his own cultural
roots 9 folk art differs stylistically from much of the twentieth
key ways its use of colorform
color form and
century fine art tradition in three keyways
detail like most folk art mexican folk art is bright and colorful
making extensive use of primary colors in modem american culture
where we are engulfed in an artificial machine made environment
these bright colors may seem garish but within a traditional culture
where much of the environment is organic and handmade such color
is seen as strong bold and self confident escobedo has followed this
tradition the settings swirling brilliantly colored forms bring the
cosmos nature and the history of the church into the festival parade
in folk cultures where much is shared artists frequently work
with simplified forms in a kind of visual shorthand folk artists avoid
atmospheric perspective and emphasize linear decorative elements
folk art
they carefully spell out the surface of the picture plane folkart
images release ideas in the minds of the viewers which carry the
message to the heart 10 the closest literary parallels to the difference
between folk art and twentieth century fine art are the simplicity of
christs parables compared to the elaborateness of a victorian novel
this painting is full of people community plays an important
part in folk cultures people do not struggle or celebrate in isolation they do these things with others thus this painting has a large
social dimension with pilgrims prophets an angel a whirling vortex
of others around the tree even a gesture toward the viewer to come
and join the procession all these elements point to the importance
of a religious community of saints to help us work towards our
salvation how different this concept is from the very personal
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odyssey we see expressed in the western fine art tradition through
asjohan
such works as
benthine
benthins
thins
johan Ben
As a convert to the church escobedo shows the role ofthe tree
of life from a converts point of view A mexican peasant woman
represents the convert I I in the middle left of the painting are dark
clouds that represent the sins of this world the figure of a woman
emerges from the maelstrom covered with a rebozo a traditional
scarf the artist remembers seeing peasant women ofmexico wearing
when he was a little boy the rebozo seems to have the heaviness of
a burden that the desperate woman would leave behind if she could
she appears to be plunging into clear waters emanating from the tree of
life which symbolize the waters of baptism A branch ofthe tree of life
begins to wrap around her from above representing the comforting
support of her new faith
the figure that emerges and firmly grasps the iron rod has left her
crushing burden behind another figure dressed in a festive costume of
bright colors points down the straight and narrow path looking back
she beckons others outside the picture to share the purification that has
occurred in her life joseph smith as the first partaker of the fruit of life
in this dispensation leads her down the path
in the lower right a woman is beginning to leave the path her
heavy burden of sin has returned but even the plant world reaches
out to help her golden twined branches of the tree of life keep her
from falling off the path woven into the branches are the names of
all the prophets of this dispensation from brigham young shown in
profile to ezra taft benson this weaving represents the role of
modern prophets in guiding us toward the tree of life an angel
dressed in blue delivers the words of the prophets and points the
woman toward joseph smith and the iron rod the cosmos spins
above the angels arm worlds without end signifying the eternal
salvation surrounding the base ofthe
odthe
odthe
of the lords plan of ofsalvation
of the tree
extension ofthe
and the large white fruit are rainbows of figures representing the
multitudes of this world that are drawn toward the tree of life
this painting successfully meshes artistic form intellectual
content humble faith and great joy the exuberance of the forms
and colors make a joyous celebration of the gospel the unaffected and
primitive style of this painting reinforces the honesty of juan
Escob
edos personal testimony included is a very insightful symescobedoe
escobedos
bolic expression of how modem prophets and revelation fit into this
ancient book of mormon allegory first exhibited in the first church
11
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wide international art competition at the museum of church history
and artjoseph
art joseph smith and the tree ollife
of lire
life was awarded a purchase
oflife
prize and became part of the church collection
juan M escobedo was born the fifth child in a family of ten
children in san luis potosi mexico when he was fourteen his family
emigrated to the united states where his father found employment
as a migrant farm worker in mcallen texas the family met LDS
missionaries and joined the church in 1968 escobedo then a
student at BYU was drafted into the US army he is presently
working as an art teacher at the nevada girls training center in
caliente nevada 12
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lebis
ledis vision of the tree of
life victor enrique de la torre 1929
oflife
ollife
Venezuela wood 34 diameter museum of church history
Ecuador
ecuadorvenezuela
and art

lebis vision of the tree of life reflects the meeting of three great
cultures traditional rural with strong ancient native american roots
the more recent cosmopolitan urban and the newly adopted faith of
mormonism it is an honest artistic expression of a faithful latter day
saint artist victor de la torre
the main growth of the church in latin america is in large urban
areas where much of the growth has resulted from a massive
migration from the rural countryside thus many of the church
members in latin america are a cultural mixture of the rural traditional
ofwood
and the urban modem torre is such a man his use of olwood
wood as a medium
reflects the long tradition of folk artists sculpting in materials that are
easy to carve with inexpensive tools art
readily available and relatively easyto
in folk cultures is also frequently an embellishment of utilitarian
objects in this case a coffee table top artistic skills are usually
taught through apprenticeships rather than formal education torre
first learned wood carving through two such apprenticeships
the images on this bas relief reflect torres roots in the rural
highlands of ecuador and the large city of caracas the canyon with
the filthy stream resembles the heavily eroded arroyos that are cut by
rushing torrents in the andean highlands of his native ecuador the
border of the panel contains some elements based on pre columbian
pottery textiles and metalwork from the andes the large and
spacious buildings have some pre columbian details along the facia
but the most interesting aspect of the buildings is how much they
resemble the vast blocks of ofmodem
modem apartment buildings that fill the large
cities of latin america here torre seems to be referring to the impact
of urbanization and wealth on the previously simple folk of caracas
in addition to his folk roots torre also has a more sophisticated
urban side his use of perspective most noticeable in the depiction
of the apartment blocks shows formal art training the very skillfully
carved sensual curvilinear treatment of the clouds of darkness seem
almost oriental this influence reveals some of his broader university
training and represents a real stylistic and technical departure from
the more traditional geometric figures that make up much of the
border however although torres university training definitely
influences his work he does not let formal aesthetics overwhelm the
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victor enrique de la torre lebis
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folk tradition in whichhe
he was raised he stronglyidentifies
strongly identifies with this folkwhich
art tradition in my lifetime I1 have created many things because 1I
enjoyed doing works of folk art 13
torre was born in puellaro
Pu ellaro a small rural province in ecuador
As a young boy he apprenticed to a carpenter where he learned to
make furniture at age sixteen he apprenticed to awood carver this
wooden bas relief originally designed to be the top of a coffee table
reflects the influence of these two early apprenticeships the family
lived with the childrens great grandparents because they didnthave
liv
livedwith
didnt have
edwith
a father As torre grew older he had to work very hard to support his
brothers and sisters eventually he was able to enter the university
in quito where he studied sculpting carving and painting in 1969
he became a member of the church and also launched his art career
after several years of successful exhibitions in quito he and his family
decided to move to the larger more affluent and cosmopolitan city of
caracas venezuela where he stinn
stiff lives there he continues to work full
still
time as an artist and also enjoys playing the guitar and mandolin 14
there are some interesting similarities between torre and
escobedo another latin american LDS artist both came from very
traditional rural backgrounds both received art training in universities both live far from their original rural homes and both consciously
scious ly choose to create much of their artwork using folk art
elements that come from the traditional rural areas of their ancestral
homes the fact that traditional roots are continuing to nourish these
artists says much for the tenacity of traditional folk culture even in the
face of urbanization cosmopolitan modernism academia and wealth
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the rod and the veil franz johansen
99

19

1928

1975 museum of church history and art

utah bronze 85 x
15

yde
the rod and the veil is a sculpture about the coming together of
heaven and earth and the yearning of mankind for things of the spirit
franz johansen encourages viewers to bring their own interpretations
to the sculpture but in an interview he did share some of the spiritual
impressions that he had during the creation of this piece 16
johansen received his first inspiration for this piece from the
story of the brother of
ofjared
jared having faith sufficient to see the finger
of the lord and later his full presence while contemplating the

jaredy theophany johansen thought about joseph
brother of jareds
smiths heavenly visions joseph smiths youthful experiences then
expanded in the mind of the artist to the more generalized yearning
of youth seeking spiritual things the boy in the sculpture stretches
to his limit trying to get hold of the iron rod but cannot quite get it
firmly in his grasp

the heavenly personage reaches through the veil to touch the
youth this incomplete physical action represents seeking the spiritual an artistic technique that dates back to the seventeenth century the viewer must by imagination continue the boys and the
heavenly
beings reaching until theytouch this interaction emotionheavenlybeings
ally engages the viewerin
vie
in the creation of the sculpture and especially
viewer
werin
in the spiritual yearning of the youth we identify with the youth for
we like him are all children before the lord and as with the boy in
the sculpture when we reach out to the lord with all our might he
reaches out to us
we can find multiple layers of interpretation in the heavenly
personage johansen wanted this figure to represent the entire
heavenly side of the communication to do this he had to keep the
interpretation wide enough to encompass the whole his ideas included
jehovah god the father christ and angels when he created this figure
even the personages pose combines interpretive ideas he not only
reaches through the veil he also stretches out both arms as though
on a cross
while an essay can contain many different aspects of an idea and
many different actions a sculpture with only two figures and minimal
visual context is inherently limited in the complexity of the ideas it
can communicate johansen has superbly used multilayered
multi layered symbolism and partially completed action in this piece to unleash the
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spiritual in the viewer and enlarge the scope of this powerful
communication the layers and tangents of interpretation are his
attempt to help the viewer seek and remember the richness and
mankinds spiritual quest
variety of mankinds
so how should you interpret this piece this work of art needs
to be understood intuitively and impressionistically rather than
through a strict linear analysis the artist invites you to arrive at your
own interpretation johansen shared all of the interpretations of the
previous paragraphs with me but he wanted the ambiguity to remain
so that completing the action in the sculpture requires the viewer to
ponder his or her own feelings about reaching out for spiritual
things 17 in addition the ambiguity in encouraging the viewer to
choose an interpretation creates an imperative for personal choice
commitment and action the viewer cannot be passive
johansen served on the art faculty at brigham young university
for thirty three years before he took an early retirement to work full
time on his own art he studied art at brigham young university the
Aca demie de chamauier in paris and the california school of arts
academic
and crafts the abstract expressionism of his work reflects this
academic training A certified skin diver johansen studied the visual
forms of underwater marine life at the maine institute of the university of miami this studys
studs influence is reflected in the floating
weightlessness of the figures in many of his works of art 18 the
proficient sculpting of his figures anatomy learned through his art
study in france have earned johansen respect for his mastery of the
european classical tradition
johansens
johansons
hansens major works have been monumental sculptural
Jo
pieces most of which have a rather complex iconographic dimension they include a massive bas relief ofthe history of the church on
the facade of the museum of church history and art he created a
large sculpture for the john wesley powell museum in green river
utah one of his most recent pieces is a large bronze bas relief for the
newjoseph smith building at BYU in that piece the artist attempted
to show how the teachings of the prophet joseph smith affect a
young family one of his largest single figures is a twenty two foot
high replica of the emmy award that stands in front of the emmy
corporate headquarters in los angeles 19
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pendleton oregon oil on
board 48 x 96 1984 87 on loan to the museum of church history
and art from the artist

lebis dream steven

L

neal 1953

this painting incorporates a romantic view of nature dramatic
lighting world history and the personal experiences of the artist to
give visual form to gehis
lehis dream neal starts us at the beginning of the
story by drawing our eye into the depth of the scene he does this
Bier stadts paintings of
with light and dramatic mountains similar to bierstadts
yosemite and the dramatic forms of sung dynasty chinese landscapes 20 light is also used to sanctify the tree of life with a brilliant
whiteyellow
white yellow light coming down from heaven this light is contrasted with the dull reddish glow of hell that comes up from below
the great and spacious building the metaphor of light so often used
in the scriptures is used to direct our vision and show us the glory

of the lord
peoples and cultures from around the world are represented by
both the great and spacious building and the various people who
have reached the tree of life elements in the great and spacious
building are taken from specific buildings in china egypt pre
columbian america india medieval france and modern
modem america
next to the tree of life are two japanese people in traditional
costume in the background on the far left is an aged japanese
woman in a red costume these are portraits of neals favorite
missionary companion and his companions wife and mother 21 in
the center are a mother and two daughters from africa neals point
is clear god is no respecter of specific cultures
comer is the sleeping lehi near a soft cloud that
in the lower left corner
encircles the outer edge of the painting this part of the scene
reminds us that the painting is about an ancient dream but neal also
brings the story into the present through the lives of his family and
friends in doing so he is following nephis admonition to liken all
scriptures unto us 1 ne 1923
the artist is strongly influenced in this painting by two artistic
sources the art of the great nineteenth century american romanticist
Bierstadt22 and the oriental art he saw on his mission to japan 23
albert bierstadt22
the vast scale of the painting its minute detail the use of dramatic
lighting and the use of the landscape as a moral metaphor all point to
21
bierstadt 24
the form of the mountains in the background and the
graceful shape of the tree of life both point to oriental influences
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this painting was four years in the making neal originally
created it as a gift to his young daughter she was to hang it in her
bedroom as an inspiration to live the gospel this is one reason for
its strong didacticism the picture was also to serve as a reminder of
her parents love for her in the center foreground the artist has
painted his daughter his wife and himself 2521 however shortly after
the painting was completed it was shown in the exhibit of the first
church wide international art competition in 1988 where it was
easily the most popular work of art in the exhibition it has hung in
the museum ever since
the technical virtuosity and richness of detail contribute to the
paintings easy popularity but the artist is actually a practicing plastic
surgeon specializing in head neck and facial plastic surgery though
he is largely self taught as an artist his interest in plastic surgery
longtime
developed because of his long
time involvement with painting 26
while neals painting has been immensely popular with the
public some critics have found this painting very problematic can
something this popular be good in addition its tight detail dramatic
use of light overt didacticism and unabashed romanticism are out of
step with late twentieth century academic art which emphasizes
abstractions restraint loose technique and little narrative content
one argument raised by the critics is that an artist must paint in
the style of his own time this argument implies that all artists are
painting in the same style at any given time the startling array of
artistic styles in this article alone should belie that idea even within
a single geographical area many artistic styles coexist for example
in renaissance florence lorenzo monaco was painting in a late
gothic style that was very out of step with the developments of the
renaissance 27 yet art historians today acknowledge him as a master
during the italian renaissance florentine sculptors were doing their
best to copy the greek and roman sculptors who had been dead for
18 some
many hundreds of years 28
critics would argue that an artist going
would have
theywould
back to an earlier style is simply creating a pastiche but they
to write off some of the greatest artistic masterpieces of western
civilization being enchanted enough with the art of the past to want to
emulate it is a time honored tradition in the world of art neals
borrowing from the past is not an aberration if our view of art history is
long enough
oddly when a modern
modem western artist borrows artistic ideas
cultural power
non western source critics see this as an act of culturalpower
from a nonwestern
and creativity A good example is the contemporary adulation of
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picassos
Pi cassos les demoiselles
Demoi selles davignon which drew heavily on forms
from african senuto
senufo masks that picasso saw at the musee de
mommes
1hommes in paris 2919 yet when a western artist of our time borrows
dommes
from his own historical tradition his act is seen as a sad sign of
is logically and historically inconsistent
standardis
standard
this double standardis
why does this issue matter because we are an increasingly
culturally diverse church we need to bridge the cultural social

inferiority

educational and economic stratification of our world in order to
embrace our fellow saints wherever we find them we need to open
our hearts and minds to broader aesthetic expressions of faithful
we are to hear their voices we
ifwe
latter day saints abroad and at home if
iffe
need to be careful when we make arguments based on quality versus
kitsch that we are not rejecting styles simply because they are
different from our own
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gehis
lehis
lebis vision of the tree of life robert yellowhair

flake arizona oil on canvas 30 x 48

history and art

1937

snow-

1992 museum of church

recognition of the sacred presence in the physical environment
and the importance of the family clan and tribe are two key elements
of native american culture another is the relationship between time
and spiritual truth in native american cultures the mythical past the
historical past and the present can coexist the conceptual limits of
empirical time and space do not dominate their thinking because the
goal is not an empirical cataloging of data instead the goal is to
understand the spiritual foundations of existence spiritual truth is
experiential and symbolic rather than logically dependent robert
yellowhair a navajo convert to the church brings these frameworks to the creation of this painting this is what it gehis
lehis vision
would look like to the lamanite people 113130
yellowhairs
Yellowhairs father was a navajo medicine man from the zuni
clan 31 hewas
he was also a member of the hopi snake clan and learned many
helas
of the traditional spiritual songs of the apache through his knowledge
of and participation in the ritual songs and stories of other tribes his
father sought personally to bring peace between hostile tribes robert
yellowhair picked up much of his fathers pan indian attitudes and then
added an overarching belief in unity that comes form the book of
mormon these ideas are expressed in lebis vision of the tree oflffie
of life
gehis
lehis family collectively symbolizes several different tribes in
a great pan indian gathering the dramatic figure offering the fruit is
lehi who also represents a messenger from god lehi is identified as a
messenger from god because he has red tailed hawk feathers in his
hair if he had been god himself he would have eagle feathers
instead As lehi holds out the fruit like a glowing heavenly gift he
wears the clothing of a hopi priest the robe goes over the left
shoulder when they pray the design is still the ancient design they
are dressed all in white and they are the ones that believe that there
is a tree of life the reason that they wear a feather in their hair is
that the birds have been blessed already thats why they fly
facing lehi are three figures on the right is sam the peacemaker of the family yellowhair shows him holding a peace pipe and
wrapped in a blanket Sho
shoshone
shoni chief washakie one of the great
shoshoni
peace making chiefs of the nineteenth century is the model
western peacemaking
for this figure 32 the blanket represents the peaceful and mutually
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beneficial trading relationship between native americans and the
settlers in the middle gehis
lehis wife sariah depicted as the crow mother
of the zunis most tribes claim mother earth as their first mother but
the zuni tribe is different they claim crow mother was their first
jos so he
mother yellowhair comes from the zuni clan of the Nava
navajos
cavajos
claims crow mother as part of his own tradition she is wearing the
white wedding robes of zuni women she carries a basket because
she is responsible for feeding her family to the left is a figure
representing nephi he is depicted as quainapaker the visionary
comanche chief he wears a buffalo robe because buffalo are sacred
to the tribes from the great plains attached to his waist is a canteen
representing baptism
behind these three figures are two figures representing laman
and lemuel they are part of the family but they are standing in the
background because they are not committed to living the gospel
yellowhair meant these two figures to represent the apache and
sioux people because they were great warriors the crooked staff
held by one of the figures represents the cane of life used by the
pawnee tribe the artist has placed twelve marks on it to represent
the twelve tribes that will come together in the last days in navajo
tradition there were messengers sent in the four cardinal directions
looking for other people this story of seeking and gathering is
symbolically linked to the marks on this staff
the visual center of this painting is the tree of life explaining
why he choose a pinion pine to represent the tree of life yellowhair
says we searched for the tree which is the most to all three persons
the birds the human being and the animals that travel on the earth
the tree and the pine cones have been sanctified with white light part
south west has become the vehicle of the lord
of the local flora of the southwest
next to the tree of life is a stone box with gold plates in it on
Baa
baahani
hani which means the story of god
the plates is written diyin
dibin bathani
in navajo yellowhair comments we used to have a lamanite
branch in snowflake and one of the prophets back about more than
Lama nites will blossom like a rose
twenty years ago said that the lamanites
1I was going to put a rose bush right there on the other side of the rock
where the gold plates are then I1 was going to put all kinds of pots
representing the twelve tribes in there like starting with the anasazi
and then bring it back up and put it in there but it wasnt in the vision
so 1I just left it out but 1I left space for it
the sacredness of the land is also an important part of this
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painting the artist said that the first things he put in the painting
were the san francisco peaks that you can see just to the left of the
tower these mountains let us know that this is sacred space where
spiritual things can happen for the navajo these peaks mark the
western boundary of their land that tradition says was given to them
by the holy people 33 for the hopi these mountains represent the
11
dwelling place of their holy people the kachinas 34
the great and spacious building is a composite of native american
architecture of the southwest and the great plains we see elements
from mesa verde and pueblo ruins navajo hogans teepees
tee pees and the
teeples
of the grand canyon that is of ofgeneral
general
nim
ofthe
southeim
sou
south
large stone toweronthe
rim odthe
thrim
tower on the southrim
native american design but built for tourists the river represents
niver
liver in the vision but also an ancient navajo story
not only the filthy river
where a river separated two conflicting groups of the navajo people
yellowhair grew up in the indian wells area of the navajo
reservation the artist is largely self taught when he was a young
boy his father took him to the local trading post to amuse himself
while he waited for his father he began drawing pictures about
navajo life with colored rocks on the side of a rusty barn when his
barn as high as he could
father returned robert had covered the bam
reach and was standing on the back of his horse to reach higher he
15
has been drawing and painting the stories of his people ever since 35
many years ago he moved to the LDS town of snowflake
arizona where he worked for a time as a barber A mr bushman
would come into his barbershop for a haircut and then tell
yellowhair about the book of mormon sometimes bushman would
come in a couple of times a week yellowhair suspects the extra visit
was just to tell him more stories from the book of mormon eventually the artist and his entire family became members of the church
yellowhair now works full time as a professional artist
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vision of the tree of lne
life robin luch griego 1955 salt lake city
glass and lead 59
x 47 12 1982 museum of church history and art
59x4712

robin luch griego has always seen her stained glass window
vision of the tree of life as a visual feast for her it captures the
dreamlike
dream like state of the world but also sends a forward looking and
profound message her graphic design background is particularly
useful for a stained glass artist because the medium is inherently flat
bold and structured all qualities of graphic design
As a graphic designer griego expresses philosophical and
spiritual relationships with shapes curved structured forms from
art deco of the 1930s forms which griego loves govern the
sculptures overall design 36 in an apt metaphor for a glowing tree of
life and light the actual shape of the tree reflects the elegant bell
shades from the tiffany workshops of the year 1900
lampshades
shape lamp
in this window the overarching intellectual and design idea is
the tree of life the trees bell shape influences the rest of the
window the arched top of the window follows the shape of the tree
as do the curves of the dark clouds the pattern in the border imitates
the pattern of the leaves of the tree thus through the details in the
border forms from the tree envelop the entire composition 37 to give
the effect of a dreary and confused world of lost people griego uses
gray colors but the tree that symbolizes eternal life is done in brilliant
greens expressing rejuvenation women are prominent in this window 1 I am also struggling so it could be me the artist has stated 38
technically this window is not really stained glass it is art
glass 39 Hand
handblown
blown in france and germany the glass in this window
has more irregularities and imperfections than does machine made
glass causing the light to be refracted as it passes through the glass
the refracted light is what makes the glass in medieval cathedrals so
dazzling 040 robin connects the glass pieces together with leaded foil
as opposed to lead strips 41 this technique creates a varied expressive
lead line for example contrast the heavy lead used as the iron rod with
the very fine leading of the leaves on the tree of life
the artist grew up in a family of professional artists her father
mother and sister are all practicing artists and designers griego
studied graphic design at brigham young university and taught art at
the salt lake community schools and the salt lake art center she
has been a member of the utah designer craftsmen and exhibited in
the grand beehive exhibition at the salt lake art center this
Smithson ians renwick gallery for
exhibition later traveled to the smithsonians
ten years she operated her own stained glass business 42
O
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tree of life kazuto uoto
aoto 1960

japan tempera on plaster on
board 63 12 x 53 12 1990 donated by kadami
kazami plautz to the
museum of church history and art

aoto created his painting tree of life within a context of
kazuto uoto
mormon faith and japanese culture he uses japanese visual metaaway of expressing his feelings
phors experiences and aesthetics as away
ofthis cultural
about gehis
lehis vision of the tree of life an understanding orthis
foundation will help us see the religious ideas behind the composition simplicity of forms very minimal visual context texture and
even the colors used in his painting
the most structured ritual common in japanese society is the
no yu or tea ceremony uoto
aoto uses this ceremony as a point of
cha noru
13
cultural departure 43
eikyu the greatest of the early
formulated by rikyu
japanese tea masters the wabi cha or poverty tea is the most
austere intimate and influential form of this ceremony stressing
spiritual fulfillment through renunciation of material things within
it and its setting are embodied the japanese expressions of humility
simplicity aesthetics and contemplation every aspect of the ceremony is carefully regulated
one approaches the very simple and sometimes rustic
chashitsu
cha shitsu or tea hut along a roji or dewy path through a small
garden before entering the hut participants ritually wash their
a bamboo pipe
stone basin fed with water from abamboopipe
hands and mouth in a astone
handsandmouthin
cbashitsu
cha shitsu is entered through a low doorway that requires one to
the chashitsu
crouch low as an expression of humility shoes are removed outside
as a sign ofrespect
of respect the ritual
journey
lourney purification and humility have
ritualjoumey
parallels with leliis
lelias
lehis vision of commitment humility cooperation
and faith
the room itself is very simple austere and almost completely
empty the host ritually prepares the tea as a symbol of humility
ofbamboo andthen
simpie tools made ofbamboo
usesverysimple
and then
very simple
before his guests he uses
ladles the tea into a chaman
chawan or small tea bowl in the wabi cha a
style of chawan called raku is used it is a small shallow fired bowl
with a rough textured earthen colored glaze the guests frequently
drink out of the same bowl sequentially itis
it is ritually washed between
guests this shared use of the chawan emphasizes camaraderie
among the participants
on one side of the room is a small raised alcove called a
tokonoma here is placed a very simple floral arrangement fre
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quentlyit
quently it is a small branchfrom
branch from a flowering tree or a branch with fruit

on it guests are expected to look at this arrangement and contemplate a peaceful oneness with nature
As we look at uotos
botos painting of the tree of life we see many
elements from the wabi cba
chu
aba the background of the painting has a
cha
grid structure not unlike the simple screens used for walls in a tea
room the artistwent
artist went to great lengths by painting plaster overboard
to create a texture and color for the painting like the rough pottery
glaze of a raku chaman
chawan the simplicity of the painting no figures
no rod no building no stream no mists just a tree with glowing fruit
is presented like a floral arrangement in the tokonoma the narrative
gehis
ofLe
aba
part of
oflehis
his vision is expressed by its association with the wabi cba
ceremony the viewers must bring the required knowledge with
aoto presents the tree of life with its glowing fruit as an object
them uoto
for contemplation reverence and inspiration the artist does not
focus on the journey but tries to inspire us with the symbol of
heavenly reward
aoto still lives in the same house where he was
born in osaka uoto
born A convert to the church he served a full time mission to the
fukuoka japan mission he married yoko matsushita also a returned
fukuokajapan
missionary in the tokyo temple and is currently the elders quorum
aoto studied art in tokyo but is currently a
president in his ward uoto
furniture designer he does his painting at night while his family
sleeps he has exhibited his art in tokyo where he has won several
prizes 44 this painting was created for the second church wide
international art competition themes from the scriptures held at
and art during the spring and summer
the museum of church history andart
andara
of 1990
note the griego and uoto
peices are featured on the front
aoto art peaces
and back covers respectively of this issue

lehis
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NOTES
henry H glassie the spirit of folk art new york harry N abrams in
association with the museum of new mexico santa fe 1989 20
21 ne 8 records gehis
lehis dream and his son nephis version of the same dream
is
symbolic vision not
dehls more symbolicvision
in 1 ne 11 14 interestingly it is gehis
notnephis
nephis expanded
lehis
isinlne
1

interpretive version that seems to have caught the interest of the LDS artists
3 over
one thousand LDS artists from over forty nations participated
4
johan H benthin thoughts on art and inspiration 77 82 included in
arts and inspiration ed steven P sondrup provo utah brigham young university press 1980
5
82
benthin thoughts on art and inspiration 77
7782
globan H benthin copenhagen scan art international scandinavian art
A copy can be found in LDS artists file museum of church historyandart
history andara
andart salt lake
city hereafter cited as museum of church history and art
7
johan H benthin to the author october 991989
1989 LDS artists file museum
of church history and art
I81 art 1079
10179 june 13 18 1979 international art show basel switzerland
translation of the section on benthin in the LDS artists file museum of church
history and art
9
juan M escobedo to the author march 991988
1988 LDS artists file museum of
church history and art
10
11
for the best discussion on the philosophical and stylistic foundations of
international folk art see glassie the spirit of folk art
n escobedo to the author
12
escobedo to the author
13
victor enrique de la torre to glen leonard n d LDS artists file museum
of church history and art
14
biographia
biograpbia
biographic
graphia de un gran artista ecuatoriano
victor enrique de la torre Bio
Tal
escultor pintor tallador
eui ladoryy padre caracas venezuela 1980 original typescript
eul
talladory
in the LDS artists files museum of church history and art
15
was originally cast in 1975 by brigham young university in a cold
piece
this piecewas
plec ewas
piec
bronze fiberglass process the sculpture owned by the museum of church history
and art was cast in bronze in 1987 from a mold taken from the original
16
franz johansen interview by the author november 16 1992
17
johansen interview
18
johansen interview
19
johansen interview
10
20
661987notes
stephen Llneal
neal conversation with the author november 61987
1987 notes in
aneal
LDS artists file museum of church history and art
21
neal conversation
22 pendleton prints
inc a brochure by the artist for the sale of prints of his
work the artist donates all proceeds from the sale of his prints to the church
missionary fund
23
21
neal conversation
11
24
the great hudson river landscape painter thomas cole had earlier set the
stage for using landscape as moral metaphor with such works as his voyage of life
which now hangs in the national gallery of art in washington DC
15
25
neal conversation
26
11 pendleton prints
brochure
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lorenzo monaco encyclopedia of world art vol 9 new york
mcgraw hill 1964338
1964 338
538 39
28
for example the much lauded greek masterpiece apollo belvedere in
the vatican is actually a roman copy from Had
hadrians
rians time becatti giovanni the
art ofancient
of ancient greece and rome new york harry N abrams 1967 214
29 H
HW
harry N abrams 1986
art new york harryn
381 82
hwjanson
of att
Janson history ofartnewyork
wjanson
198638182
38182
WJ
1986381
31
30
all of the interpretations and information in the description of robert
yellowhairs
Yellow hairs painting are taken from a short unpublished oral history of
yellowhair conducted by the author on onjanuary
january 13
1992 the oral history is in the
131992
LDS artists file museum of church history and art all quotes from the artist in
this article are from this oral history the author has attempted to pass on as
directly as possible the symbolic and cultural interpretations of the artist in order
to preserve as much of the artists feeling as possible there may be some
differences in his analysis of native american history and culture from some of the
published sources but it must be remembered that native americans do not
record their ancient religious beliefs in a form of a catechism or as a great
metaphysical document like thomas Aqui
editions
nass summa Theolo
theologica
theologics
aquinass
gica oral tra
ditions
traditions
27

of the same events or the same religious ideas are much more organic and fluid
31
cavajos belong to a specific clan clan membership is matrilineal
all navajos
therefore when women are brought into the navajo tribe as refugees or even as
the spoils of a raid a new clan must be created for their children the artists father
comes from the zuni clan of the navajo tribe which tells us that at some point in
the past he had a zuni grandmother who came to live with the Nava
jos thus the
navajos
cavajos
multi tribal
artists own ancestry was multitribal
32
one of the best overall histories of the Sho
shoshone
shoni tribe is brigham D
shoshoni
madsen the norr
Nort
bern sbosboni
dern
shosboni caldwell idaho caxton 1980
northern
33 A
good book on navajo mythology is paul G zolbrod dine babage
babane the
navajo creation story albuquerque university of new mexico press 1984
underbill the cavajos
navajos is ruth M underhill
navajos
the classic general introduction to the cavajos
norman okla university of oklahoma press 1956
34
A good introduction to kachinas is found in harold S colton hopi
kachina dolls albuquerque university of new mexico press 1983
35
robert yellowhair navajo artist a small brochure published by the
artist LDS artist file museum of church history and art
36
by the author november 16 171992
interviews with robin luch griego bythe
37
griego interviews
38
griego interviews
39for
for stained glass details are added with paint or stain which is fused to
the glass in a kiln this is the technique used for most medieval glass details in art
glass are created with small pieces of glass of different colors a technique
Tiffanys studios art glass usually has a bolder design than stained
tiffanyy
pioneered by tiffanys
glass robin uses art glass in this window except for some very simple details on
the faces A good book on general history and technique is stained glass by
lawrence lee george seddon and francis stephans new york crown publishers 1976
40
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century there was extensive
use of leaded glass in LDS buildings beginning in the 1950s leaded glass
went out of fashion in american architecture architects in the church followed
this trend by discontinuing the use of leaded glass in most chapels and temples
the recent use of leaded glass in recent temples such as las vegas toronto san
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34

windows in LDS
religious architecture an excellent historical overview of this subject isa history
analysis and registry of mormon architectural art glass on utah by joyce
janetski masters thesis university of utah 1981
arewrappedwith
wrapped with a thin strip
with the foil technique the edges ofthe glass are
of copper foil hot solder is then flowed over the foil to join the pieces of glass
another way that pieces of glass are joined in griegos art piece is through the use
of extruded lead strips shaped like miniature 1 I beams with channels on each
side for inserting the glass pieces
griego interviews
43
13for
for a well written concise and authoritative description of the japanese
ali japan the catalogue ofeverythingjapanese
ail
all
tea ceremony see chapter 6 of
ofalltapan
of everything japanese
ed oliver statler new york quill 1984 another source perhaps more readily
available but less well written is sherman lee A history of far eastern art
englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1982 395 97 for a good description ofthe
tea ceremony architecture and tea bowls
44
acquisition record form may 20
1992 on file at the museum of church
201992
history and art

diego and bountiful show
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